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SLCC Community Writing Center
Gay Writes

      The SLCC Community Writing Center was started 
over fifteen years ago with one goal in mind: help 
writers write. Our belief is that everyone is a writer 
and we seek to assist people in realizing their poten-
tial through coaching, workshops and writing groups. 
     At the Community Writing Center we host a variety 
of writing groups in our DiverseCity Writing Series. 
This publication is collection of writings by our Gay 
Writes group to celebrate the Damn These Heels film 
festival. Some of the work is new to this publication 
and other pieces have appeared previously, but all of 
these stories reflect life as an LGBTQ+ person. 
      If you are interested in joing Gay Writes or another 
of our writng groups feel free to reach out to us by 
email at cwc@slcc.edu or call us at 801-957-2192.
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Positive Self
Keith Turner

Positive Self-Identity Is not modeled,
For Queers like me.
Instead,

It’s stigmatized
Internalized Homophobia.

Film!

– my first Model of Positive
Self-Identity.

The last line Now we shan’t
Never be parted
-Lovers-
Alec speaking to Maurice.

With joy
River of tears
Flooding into barren
Rocky landscape,
Carrying deep rich loamy soil.

Required nutrients,
Just right for lush growth of

Positive
Self-identity.
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Beginners Too
Doug Woodall

AUTHOR’S NOTE
I wrote Beginners Too for a short-fiction contest that 
was sponsored by the Salt Lake Film Society in 2010. 
The main rules were the story had to be 500 words or 
fewer (who in God’s name can do that?), reference at 
least one film, and include a reference or description 
of the Broadway or Tower theaters. Because I failed 

to meet the first rule, I submitted the story to Toasted 
Cheese, an online literary magazine, where it became 
my first story to be published. This brings me to this 
one fact:  Toasted Cheese requires me to tell you they 

were the first to publish this story. 

     Yesterday I sat in Theater No. 1 at the Broadway 
Centre with my friend Darvel. This is where people in 
Salt Lake go to watch indie, foreign, and obscure mov-
ies. This is one of the venues for the Sundance Film 
Festival. This is also my childhood theater. No, not the 
actual one, but one that is so close in nature it always 
makes me feel as if I’ve gone home. 
     As I sat in the low-backed chair, looked at the 
cloth-covered shapes hanging on the walls, remem-
bered how small screens used to be, and expected the 
exit sign to be lit and in my eyes for the next ninety 
minutes, I was at peace. I felt comfort.
     I couldn’t stop myself from thinking of the one 
movie I saw in my hometown theater that I can still 
remember—Fantastic Voyage. Here Steven Boyd was 
strong, handsome, and fearless Grant and Raquel 
Welch was top-heavy, sex-bomb Cora. I was nine years 
old when the movie was released, and one Saturday 
afternoon I went to see it with all my prepubescent 
friends. When they left the movie, they could see 
Raquel’s breasts and feel her body in their minds, and 
they never looked at older girls the same way as they 
did before. I know one had impure thoughts about our 
friend’s mother.
      I took Darvel with me to see Beginners. We are 
not longtime friends. I think we’ve known each other 
three years. Yesterday Darvel was just being nice to 
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me. He doesn’t like what I call “highbrow” movies. 
He’s The-Fast-and-the-Furious type. Give him Jordana 
Brewster and Vin Diesel. Give him Michelle Rodriguez 
and Paul Walker. Dammit! Give him Raquel Welch.
     When I walked out of Fantastic Voyage with my 
nine– and ten– and eleven-year-old friends, I didn’t 
imagine Raquel’s breasts and crotch, hips and legs. I 
didn’t imagine anything. I needed more time to find 
out who I was. When I did, I came to the knowledge I 
wanted to see Steven Boyd with his shirt off. I wanted 
to touch his skin. Beginners is my story. I liked Oliver 
and Anna. I was captivated by their romantic chase, 
their split up, and their reconnection. Still my story 
was told by Hal, Oliver’s gay father.
      I love Darvel. He is everything I want. Look and 
you will see someone who is just shy of my height, 
who is slight but muscular, who has a full head of 
hair that looks good hanging over his collar or cut to a 
quarter-inch, who has absolutely no hair on his arms 
and legs and chest (I don’t know what it means), and 
who is missing his left lower canine tooth. His one de-
fect doesn’t make him ugly. Like his strong-sounding 
name, it makes me love him more.
      When Hal came out to Oliver, when we met his 
boyfriend Andy, when we saw the number of gay 
friends he made, and when we came to the realization 
his truth set him free, I sat knee-to-knee with Darvel.
      “Dear, dear friend,” I said in my mind. “I am Hal. 
Come be my Andy.”
      Then I remembered Andy is a bumbling fool. 
Darvel couldn’t be Andy. So, I said, “No, I’ll be Andy. 
You be Hal.”
     Then I thought of the dog and said, “Let me be 
Cosmo. That way I can live with you, see you every 
day, and be close to you. Maybe you will let me sleep 
on your bed, and every night I will say, just like Cosmo 
did that once, ‘Are we married, yet?’”
      Then I begged him to take my hand or touch my 
knee or, God willing, grab my chin, pull my face into 
his, and kiss me. The only touch I felt was my hand 
lightly resting on my knee.
       Then I told myself what I’ve always believed. 
When Darvel was nine years old, he dreamed about 
top-heavy women like Raquel Welch. He wanted to 
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see the older girl who lived next door naked, and he 
wanted to touch her. Perhaps he had impure thoughts 
about his best friend’s mother. He is Oliver. The per-
son he wants is Anna.
     When the movie ended, we watched the credits to 
the end. I hoped. Darvel fidgeted. When we stood up 
to leave, he said, “Let’s go get a beer.”
     “Did you like the movie?” I asked.
     “Well, you gotta know, it’s your kind of movie, not 
mine.”
      “I was just wondering.”
      Outside on the sidewalk, I said, “Who did you 
relate to the most?”
      “No one.”
      “Do you see yourself chasing after a girl like 
Anna?”
       “Yeah, I could. I definitely could.”
       My heart was pounding. I wanted to shout, “I 
love you!” This made me choke up inside, but I felt 
resolved.
       “I’m” I said. My throat was tight and my voice was 
slightly above a whisper.
       After a short pause, I tried to speak again, but my 
vocal cords, tongue, and mouth refused to hear my 
commands.
       “You are?” Darvel said.
       I took a full minute to find my voice. Finally, I said, 
“I’m Hal.”
       Darvel stopped walking. I wanted to run, but I 
made myself stop beside him. He turned his eyes to 
stare at the buildings across the street, and I knew 
he understood me. When he took three to four steps 
away from me, I thought he was going to walk away 
and leave me and I wouldn’t see him again. Then he 
came to me, put his arm around my shoulders, and 
said, “I’m not Andy.”
        His words hit me like a bullet to my chest. I was 
embarrassed and scared. My hope was false. Now I 
was vulnerable. Could he hurt me? No. Could he cause 
problems for me? Not many. Still I felt afraid.
       “Let’s do this,” Darvel said. “We can start tonight. 
Let’s go find your Andy. I know where he goes Friday 
night, and guess what? They serve beer there.”
       Once again, I loved him and wanted him.
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       “I would like it, if it’s okay with you,” I said, “if my 
Andy was like someone I know. He has a funny name. 
It’s Darvel.”
        “Nope. Can’t be done. There is only one Darvel 
you will ever know.”
      Darvel put more force into the hold he had on my 
shoulders and started pulling me down the street. 
I couldn’t move my feet as fast as he wanted me to. 
My entire body felt as heavy as the pavement I was 
walking on. Finding someone is hard. I was hoping 
Darvel was the one. He’s so perfect for me, but all he 
is a brother, one who at that moment was trying to 
get me to goosestep down the street with him. Then I 
thought, “Take some of this weight I’m feeling off me 
Darvel.” When I decided to believe he would, my steps 
felt lighter.
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Sticky Notes
Richard Clegg

     Sticky Notes, troll-doll blue, be-fleck my flat. Upon 
each is written the same, “Nothing More.” I placed 
them there to remind me of the truth. 
     One on my white kitchen wall next to Nanna. On 
the fridge, one joins a magnetized postcard of Van 
Eyck’s painting “Virgin and Child with Canon van der 
Paels’ Spectacles” which hangs in a museum in Bruge. 
In my other life, I visited them regularly. I stuck one 
on the glass of a kitchen cabinet door and one on the 
medicine cabinet mirror above my bathroom sink. It 
speaks ominously from just below my own mirrored, 
yearning, tear-smudged face and my own morning 
troll-doll hair. I’m spared the hair being blue. That 
would have completed this tragic farce. One’s on the 
blond beech-wood Parson’s style coffee table. Another 
on the white door to my toilet where when closed I 
can read it as I void and try not to avoid the truth.
     The truth?  
     Quoth the sticky notes: “Nothing More,” than slight-
ly torturous, but well meant schoolboy-playground 
teasing. 
     There’s one in my wallet. One on my heart. 
     “Tender” is the clue, “gentle” the word. In this 
morning’s puzzle, as I fill each of six squares with a 
letter, I’m greeted with an unexpected wrenching of 
tears, startling me with their honesty, their sponta-
neity. But, quoth the Sticky Notes, “Nothing More!”    
There’ll be nothing more.
     I analyze him as angry, frozen, emotionally crip-
pled, like the limp he’s developed at this stage in his 
life, alone and terrified of “something more.” I watch 
with great tenderness the little boy soul from whom 
love was with-held, but he can offer me, “nothing 
more.” 
     Several days later, the sticky notes cling still, like 
needy lovesick teenage girls, to my own desperate 
world. 
     In a dream I carry something at my side, perhaps 
a soiled pair of briefs, a sleep coat stained with too 
many night-sweats. An odor of neurotic neediness, 
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clings about me, this time like a lonely old man, but to 
that same desperate world. 
     I yearn for a Hubble-like nebula of so much more, 
but I’m given all he can or chooses to. He does give me 
an unexpected passion, intense naked embraces and 
soulful tongue sucking kisses, all quickly taken away 
with an unpleasant focus, his focus, neither gentle, 
and certainly not tender. 
     “Don’t get too attached.” “We’re only just friends.”  
“We’re not dating.” 
     I sense beyond his walls and the locked gates, there 
exists a garden of delights.
     I crave a bit of the morning puzzle: clue “tender” 
word “gentle.” My Jungian shrink advises: “One can 
live in the moment, commit to the moment, even mine 
the moment. There needn’t be any attachments. Great 
freedom can be discovered there.” But after several 
months, nothing more tells me—there’s simply noth-
ing there—zilch, nil, nada. And yet, I still wag my ears 
like a bunny wanting a bit of a pet, a touch, but most 
of all gentle tenderness, or even, God forbid, love. But 
I have mined wisdom.
     Once adorable Easter Bunnies, when grown and 
their dyed fur—so cute on Easter morning—is no 
longer pink or blue, my father killed the adult rabbits 
with a hammer to their heads and an ejaculation of 
jerks. We ate them. He raised more. He slaughtered 
and skinned them until they glistened and stuffed 
them in white thin cardboard boxes with glassine 
windows—better to see the ripe flesh. He sold them. 
Lots of them. 
     Easter morning, he—Robert—who offers “nothing 
more,” forms from pan browned disks of macada-
mia-mango Hula Girl pancake mix an Easter bunny 
on my breakfast plate. Auribus, Caput, Corpus, Cauda, 
Cor.*  So overcome by this touching gesture, I’m sur-
prised by yet another now so familiar to me wrench-
ing of tears. They shocked him. I tried to explain, but 
he who is capable of “nothing more” couldn’t under-
stand from whence they came.  
      He said once, after consciously (or was it uncon-
sciously) pushing me away, “maybe that’s why I’m 
alone?” I ponder all the bunny rabbits of my life and 
weep. I didn’t return his last text message. There’s 

* ears, head, body, tail, heart
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been nothing more. 
      In a dream in the early morning hours of the 
Orthodox Easter, I’m seated. A handsome dark haired 
younger man stands to my left with his hand on my 
shoulder. I think I love him and he me. He smiles 
while talking to a very small gathering of our friends 
and family. He is talking of the future ... (his?, mine?, 
ours?)  I gaze excitedly and with great anticipation 
into his eyes noting his sparse dark stubble, pondering 
if it is really “I” included in the “us” about whom he 
speaks. I’m not sure until he stops talking and in the 
silence which follows, he smiles and looks long into 
my eyes and I his. Then he reaches his hand to my 
face and with soft fingers lovingly strokes my cheek. 
He moves to kiss me. Where, I ask myself?  On the 
lips is his answer, and in so doing he offers me a new 
glorious stunning nebula of intimacy both “tender 
and gentle.” It was indeed our future—his and mine 
together—of which he spoke!  
   —
     There he was in a half circle of 30 gay men each 
sharing one at a time their own reason for being 
there. The pain of another’s rejection of his love, drew 
him to public tears and through those tears he bravely 
declared “I want to love again.” I was smitten by his 
refreshing authenticity. Later, I went to him, bore to 
him my own loss of love and promised, “You—we both 
—will love again.” With a warm embrace, I tried my 
best to convince him.
      Something more is so near my senses vibrate. 
“Something More.” I long to touch him again and 
listen for the singing of the nebula. So near, I can 
taste it, smell it. My soul is hungry and I must restrain 
myself from devouring him in one mad gobble—one 
monstrous feeding frenzy of long longed for intimacy  
—of gentle tenderness. The needy teenage girl in me 
is desperate and once again is tempted to smother and 
cling. My Shrink suggests instead I can “subdue my 
neurosis by freeing my masculinity.” 
     Everything I smell, taste, touch, hear and see 
coming from him is good. We all have our costume 
malfunctions, our life’s challenges that come with the 
baggage of tension and struggle, but I feel no ill intent 
on his part. I sense a worthy soul, so very deserving 
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of any effort I might extend his way. I believe every 
word he says. 
     I stand at a precipice. Should I leap—again?  Can 
I have faith in the process and not in a particular 
outcome. Can I simply let it flow?  Like when Granny 
put the thick metal sheet with the handle into the slots 
in the concrete irrigation ditch and the water gushed 
onto her dry and gasping lawns and flower beds.   I’ll 
just let it flow, let it irrigate, let it moisten and bring 
nourishment to the parched earth and my own arid 
feelings of being without love for so long. How do 
others survive such spiritual droughts?  
      No troll-doll blue sticky notes with the message 
“Nothing More.” This new truth is of a different 
nature. Rob is not Robert.  He said as much when I 
asked him if anyone calls him Robert?  “No, that’s not 
my name. They named me Rob, not Robert.” Rob is 
capable of so much more. No need to remind me with 
troll-doll blue sticky notes stating a truth that this time 
doesn’t exist. I sense there’s plenty there, lots more. 
Whether or not we share it is time’s decision. But as of 
now, I have already been given so much more.
And there he was again, in the corner of the facili-
tators living room amidst a group of gay men who 
would soon be naked touching one another every-
where we could with everything at our command.  
We both smiled and acknowledged one another’s  
presence from across the room. Later he joined me 
and another naked man and we were then a table of 
three.
      The sexual, sensual, dare I say spiritual connection 
between the three of us was beautiful, so beautiful 
and vibrant as to be like the gooseneck brushed alumi-
num floor lamps in my flat that I swear begin to flick-
er as I approach. I flickered and felt him and our third 
excited musketeer doing the same as we explored one 
another with passionate exchanges of deep tongued 
kissing, sensual trading of body fluids and the electric-
ity of an erotic spiritual energy. Rob admitted later it 
was for him a life changing event. I looked into both 
his and “The Third Man’s” eyes with long and loving 
stares complete with gentle tenderness. 
       I was so encouraged by it all, so hungry for more, 
that like a devout “foodie,” I couldn’t wait for the next 
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tasting, for the next seating in the Fiesta Dining room 
and I invited Rob to dinner. It was a noisy Bistro/
Cafe that reminds me of many I used to frequent on 
the Hauptstrasse in Heidelberg. That is, if looking out 
the windows hadn’t revealed wretched mid century 
American architecture, an ocean of autos, no trees 
and no German Renaissance carved stone details 
(Green-men) on old buildings—not to mention the lack 
of cobblestone pavements. 
      There he was again, across from me smiling and 
sharing without any “secrets” his story. As I listened 
and the details played out on the video screen of 
my imagination, it was as if I were watching a John 
Waters or David Lynch film, complete with childhood 
beatings, sexual abuse, broken bones (his own at the 
hands of his father), a Mormon mission, marriage to a 
“bitch,” five children (actually 6, the last having died 
in childbirth), alcoholism while a Mormon Bishop 
in Magna where he stashed his vodka (his liquid of 
choice thinking the members of his flock couldn’t 
smell that spirit) in a drawer of his desk in his Bishop’s 
office. He witnessed his father killing with a shotgun 
blast a man at a deserted intersection late at night. At 
the age of 8, his father convinced him he had killed 
his older brother, when in fact it was his father who 
did the strangling. And I’ve only scratched the surface. 
The most stunning part of Rob’s tales is the simple fact 
he survived to tell them. In order to do that, when as 
a 10-year-old he grew tired of seeing his own blood on 
the kitchen floor, he checked out (dissociative) for de-
cades. And, as opposed to dozens of gay men I’ve met 
in this city, he seems to have none of the scars, carry 
none of the baggage, the anger the hate like all those 
gay Mormon men with whom he shares this curious 
cultural phenomenon, that of suffering from what 
I’ve termed the H3M disorder (homosexual, married, 
Mormon male). I and the Messrs Waters and Lynch 
had it wrong.
     Fate that Winter’s evening, unknown to us, had 
parked our cars together, one before the other on a 
busy city street. We stood by them saying goodbye 
with a long embrace. Streetlights and the headlamps 
of oncoming cars illuminated us. Just as the younger 
man in the Easter Eve dream, he smiled and looked 
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long and sweetly into my eyes. “He moved to kiss me. 
Where, I asked myself?  On the lips was his answer. 
Then he reached his hand to my face and with soft 
fingers stroked my cheek.” There on a busy street in 
front of God and everyone, he had given me a thrilling 
gift—gentle tenderness. Would there be something 
more?  For the moment this is something I can drink 
in, I can savor, something to moisten the parched lips, 
the parched earth of my soul. And just as Granny’s 
Clematis vines, this could all bud and bring joy to my 
eyes, my life, my senses as I inhale the fragrance of 
the blossoms. That same promise as the smell of new-
ly mown grass. The same sense of satisfaction as when 
I trimmed as a teenager the edges between the soft 
carpet of lawn and the brutal concrete of my Granny’s 
sidewalks. 
     I let the tears flow. I allowed myself to experience 
the moment for all that it was. We’ve given it to the air 
we both breathe. It happened not in my imagination, 
not in a dream, but in a busy street under a street 
lamp as cars streamed past, headlights blazing and I 
for an instant imagined what it was like to be a pas-
senger in one of those cars at the moment he stroked 
my cheek. The surprise of seeing out the corner of 
your eye two men kissing in public. 
     While in his arms on the sofa, stroking my cheek, 
kissing me deeply, he said, 
     “I don’t know what to think about you.” 
     “What does that mean?” I asked. 
     “Why do I feel so relaxed and safe around you?”    
     I responded then with, “I don’t know, Rob. You’re 
the one to answer that question.” 
      I have an answer for him now: because he knew I 
would never do anything intentionally to hurt him.
      There he was yet again at the Taqueria downtown, 
sitting next to me on the upholstered orange vinyl 
banquette. The entire packed and busy restaurant was 
before us. Brightly colored funky artwork on the wall 
behind. In full view of anyone interested in noticing, 
he reached my way and took my hand in his. I was 
surprised, but thrilled. This was not a gay establish-
ment. This was not Christopher Street in ‘79. This was 
in the midst of Mormondom. But there I was, a new 
and improved me, curbing my neurosis by freeing my 
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masculinity. Here we were holding hands in public in 
a changed world. There were those who noticed, but 
no one cared. And with that simple gesture, Rob had 
given me yet another level of gentle tenderness, an-
other expression of affection the likes of which I had 
never before experienced. A  simple gesture enjoyed 
by perhaps every straight person who has ever existed 
on the planet and yet something that had been denied 
me for my entire gay existence ... public display of 
affection. Or perhaps I had denied myself one of life’s 
most basic pleasures by my own acceptance of other’s 
cultural do’s and don’ts. A tiny yet profound gesture. A 
small yet thrilling moment. 
     I’m a different person from that of forty years ago 
when I first encountered affection from another man; 
when I first kissed, embraced, had sex, held hands 
with someone of the same gender; when society de-
manded we kiss late at night in an empty office where 
he had emptied the trash-cans rather than in public; 
where I felt with a thrill the hair on his chest exposed 
by his scoop necked t-shirt; when he so carefully and 
thoughtfully led me to my first shared orgasm in the 
tent after having ravished a couple steaks cooked 
over an open fire. I’m a different man from that of 
forty years ago when while in the car on our way to 
the Great Salt Lake, I first held hands with another 
man and realized that simple gesture could mean so 
much more than role-playing like when on a date with 
Kathy my supposed high school sweetheart. When like 
a crazed teenage girl I wept and waited for weeks for 
his footsteps on the stairs not accepting the reality he 
had dumped me for an older man. 
      I’m a different person from that of a grieving, 
bereaved widow (so to speak) after the death of the 
love of my life. We too held hands even in public in 
Greenwich Village that summer night in ‘79. Public in 
the sense of “in front of others,” but less than public in 
the sense of “in front of God and everyone,” because 
everyone on Christopher street that night was gay and 
on their way to dance at the Anvil, or the Saint, or fuck 
at The Eagle, the Glory Hole, the Toilet. 
       I’m a different person from that forced Wagnerian 
Wanderer returning to his birthplace in the desert 
after the death of his beloved partner and decades in 
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Europe. I’m a different person looking for a level of 
gentle-tenderness, dare I call it love, the likes of which 
I have yet to experience. Rob has tossed me some lus-
cious crumbs. More, I risk saying, at times than even 
that which the deceased and I shared. 
      We made lists together both quietly in our own 
minds and spoken or discussed with a good degree of 
excitement. They never made their way to paper or 
concrete. Full of great anticipation he said, “I want 
to dance with you. Do you dance?”  I answered, “In 
my day Rob, I was Disco Danny.” And with that same 
great anticipation, I said, “Let’s go camping together 
and lie under the stars naked in our sleeping bags 
joined as one.” He answered with a smile, “There has 
to be a shower nearby.” We could maybe some day 
marry and live together in a “small house.” We could 
go bowling, learn to line dance at the Westerner on 
Gay night. He suggested, “I’ll sit next to you at your 
baby grand and we can sing our favorite old Mormon 
hymns we both loved.” That one we did. I suggested, 
“We could go on long walks and I could make a killer 
picnic lunch.” We did that too. 
      Sticky Notes, be-fleck again my flat, this time 
warning-vest yellow. Upon each is written the same, 
“Something More.” I placed them there to remind 
me of the truth. They’re stuck in all the same places 
where Troll-doll blue proclaimed “Nothing More.” 
While quoth now the sticky notes, “Something More,” 
it’s still not enough, but almost there. When I suggest-
ed to my shrink that Rob was giving all he was able 
to at this point, he agreed, but added, “He’s ‘disabled,’ 
Richard, and perhaps will never be ‘able’ to provide 
you all you seek.”
       I sense beyond his walls and the locked gates, 
there exists a garden of earthly delights. 
       Rob withdrew his interest in our exchanging 
affection only after I had already sent him my elegant 
self-fashioned invitation with a reproduction of my 
drawing of a green-man on the cover inviting him to 
be a guest at my birthday dinner. It was to be a small 
group of 5. Because of Rob’s obvious distancing of 
himself, I fussed over that gathering. I knew well it 
was not to be the realization of my Eastern Orthodox 
Easter dream. In a manner as subtle and coded as I 
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could manage, I offered him a way out. “Oh no,” said 
he, “I’ll be there ready to celebrate.” In spite of that 
assurance, I anticipated his “dissociative behavior” 
kicking in and him not showing at all. 
      He arrived 40 minutes late, with no apology or 
excuse. He charmed the other guests who were fas-
cinated by his nightmarish stories. They later agreed 
with me he was sexy, intelligent, talented and under-
stood well why I was so hugely attracted to him. While 
the other three were all new to him, he talked only 
of himself (“And on your very birthday!”, gasped to 
me later one of the guests) and didn’t ask the oth-
ers a single question about them. The friends later 
expressed the fear that he was very “fucked up” and 
most of his stories were so grandiosely horrific they 
couldn’t possibly all be true. Because I’ve experienced 
the wellspring of his gentle tenderness, I still believe 
every brutal word. 
      He left early. He hasn’t contacted me since, nor I 
him. Although my Jungian shrink perceptively sug-
gests that instead of allowing “dissociative” to triumph 
and there being an embarrassing devastatingly empty 
chair and place setting at table, Rob had in reality of-
fered me a beautiful birthday gift by showing up at all. 
I was compassionate, but after he left, I wept in front 
of my friends at the realization I had to let it all go and 
there would be no more moments of gentle tender-
ness between Rob and me. I remain compassionate 
considering all. 
     Days have grown to weeks and weeks to months. 
     I’m a different person than I was 40 years ago, 4 
years or 4 months ago. I’m confident  and I can form 
easily a very long list of reasons I consider myself a 
“real catch” even at this late stage. At this moment, I’m 
at my very best in every way. 
     In spite of those stunningly luscious crumbs of 
“something more” Rob tossed my way, in spite of my 
being that proud gay man of the very long list, in spite 
of my compassion for his courageous response to his 
frighteningly difficult struggles, I was ultimately angry 
at Rob. I could only scream over and over, silently to 
myself and out loud to the walls and the sticky notes, 
“You dumb fuck!”  “You dumb fuck!”  
     All I wanted was to love him.   
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Anonymously, Barry
John P. Wilkes

     I want to see Barry live. I want to meet him, shake 
his hand, and thank him for everything. 
     You might think, from the amazing State of the 
Union Address he delivered recently and his staunch 
refusal to quack like a Lame Duck, wielding the 
mighty weapons of Executive Order and Presidential 
Veto that I mean our president, “Barry” Obama. But 
no, he is not the man to whom I refer. I am talking 
about an equally famous, perhaps even more popular 
person. 
     I was on shaky ground one night, contemplating a 
return to a life of rejection, hiding in the shadows, iso-
lated and ashamed.  I needed a meeting. I located and  
entered the nearest church basement. A large room 
was full of people clutching coffee cups and downing 
doughnuts. Someone called for attention, then asked 
that everyone take a seat. 
     First came The Karaoke Prayer: 

“Grant me the serenity to accept 
The songs that make the whole world sing, 
The courage to sing those songs which I can, 
And the wisdom to know the difference.” 

Then we all recited The First Step: 

“We admit that we were powerless against Barry, 
and that our lives had become unmanageable.” 

     “Who would like to share?” came the invitation. 
I was the first to stand. “My name is John, and I like 
Barry.” 
     “Welcome, John. Keep coming back!” 
     “Thank you. I have been Barry free for 20 years 
now, but he’s coming to my town and I don’t know if I 
can resist the temptation.” 
     “Work the program, so the program can work for 
you,” I heard the chants of support and encourage-
ment. “Call me, or your sponsor,” a few in the group 
who really wanted to help chimed in. “You do have a 
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sponsor, don’t you?” 
     “I did,” I replied, “but he succumbed to a Greatest 
Hits Box Set.” 
      “I relapsed for six months after watching that 
Family Guy episode where, Joe, Peter, and Quagmire 
go to His concert,” a man in the crowd interrupted. “I 
lived in a storage unit filled with case lots of Ramen 
noodles, lay on an U.S. Army cot, and listened to a 
scratchy 45 rpm of Mandy over and over on a Ken-
ner Close’N Play Phonograph. It was a nightmare.” 
The moans of pleasure and the sighs of disdain were 
numerous. One man fainted dead away, and someone 
had to splash water on his face to revive him. Once he 
was back in his seat, I continued sharing. 
     “It started in junior high school for me,” I con-
fessed. “I was already a big Carpenters user, and 
partook of a bit of non-Saturday Night Fever Bee Gees 
now and then, too.” Audible, but non-judgmental 
gasps rippled across the room, over the heads nodding 
in shared acknowledgement. 
      A woman stood up, and in a cigarette-and-whis-
key-ravaged voice, proclaimed, “My name is Lola. I 
was a showgirl. This is the one that got me hooked.” 
Her raspy snarl broke into song. “When will our eyes 
meet? When can I touch you? When will this long 
yearning end?” 
     Then, the entire room joined in. “And when will I 
hold you...again?” 
     Suddenly, all the Friends of Barry in the room were 
singing Weekend In New England  amid shouts of 
     “What’s the date?” 
     “Where is the venue?” 
     “When do tickets go on sale?” 
     This meeting of Barry Lovers Anonymous quickly 
descended into utter chaos. 
     I left the group that night singing still, “Last night I 
waved goodbye” 
     The Twelve Steps had failed me. I was even more 
determined to be present at Barry’s  upcoming per-
formance. I had no choice. I had owned every album, 
knew every word to every  song, and was intrigued by 
the questionable gender identity and sexual prefer-
ence of the man,  the legend. The Barry. 
     After all, hasn’t he written “the songs of love and 
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special things,”  “the songs that make the young girls,” 
(and me), “cry?” He even wrote some Rock and Roll, so 
we could groove. Barry’s hold over me is insurmount-
able. Barry is my Higher Power. 
     Damn you to hell, Manilow! (See you soon. Please 
do Copacabana.) 
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Memory of Film
Keith Turner

Movie Projector—standing
Centered in the room.
A mechanical pillar of
Anticipatory hope.
Two hours of solitude.
A joyous escape from life,

Light hitting the
Orthographic screen.
The peculiar smell of
Burning Dust infiltrating
Nostrils, mesmerized by
small dust particles
Dancing through the light.

The sound of cli-clunk
Followed by a w-w-w-whirl
As the first reel begins to spin.
Suddenly words appear
As sound filters through
The air. A new world
Begins to form.
The individualized experience
Starts, surrounded by peers
Sitting in the dark.
Fully forgetting
Present Location—Time.
A sudden Thwak—Thwak

—Thwak Signaling the end
of the first reel,
A momentary interruption.
Before immersion back
Into this new reality.

—The End—
Comes too soon
Harsh florescent lights
Signaling Present Location,
—Time.
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So All May Be Freer
Anonymous

This piece was originally published in the Utah 
Freedom Writers Anthology The Chance to Be. 

Originally published by the SLCC Community Writing 
Center in December of 2011, this anthology explored 
the state of civil rights 50 years after the Civil Rights 

Movement

     Last year I had the permanent job of picking my 
son up from his high school. I always parked on one 
side of the building. Every day I saw the same couples. 
Young love is beautiful to watch. Here were people 
discovering what it is like to talk to a soul mate, share 
common experiences, place a hand on her shoulder, 
wrap an arm around his waist, hold each other’s 
hands, hug, and kiss. The trouble was some couples 
were missing. I did not see boys with their boyfriends 
or girls with their girlfriends. 
     What year is it? Why it’s 2011. The first Freedom 
Riders boarded buses in Washington, D.C., May 4, 
1961. Today government-sanctioned and –legislated 
discrimination based on people’s skin color is illegal 
in all fifty states. Not only that it is socially unaccept-
able for people to talk about race the same way Bull 
Connor, the Commissioner of Public Safety for Bir-
mingham, Alabama, and other diehard segregationists 
did when the Riders entered their states and their 
communities. However, it is still OK to disparage LGBT 
people and to use social pressures to make them hide 
their love. 
     We need new Freedom Riders. This time they need 
to be on the side of love. The new rule is LGBT love is 
as acceptable as hetero love in public and in all other 
facets of our social and professional lives. If this does 
not happen, if LGBT youth do not see trailblazers 
and do not have role models, they might try to deny 
their true natures. In doing this they will have a high 
probability of making the same serious mistake past 
generations have been making for thousands of years. 
Gay men might marry hetero women, and lesbian 
women might marry hetero men. Then what? When 
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they rediscover their true selves, they will certainly 
hurt the person they promised to “be loving and faith-
ful to in plenty and in want, in joy and in sorrow, and 
in sickness and in health for as long as they shall live.” 
How do I know? I did this, and several of my friends 
did this. 
     How could such a thing happen? 
     I knew my true nature when I was two or three 
years old. This may sound sensational, but my family 
has pictures of me being myself around those ages 
and I have one enduring memory that has always 
been with me. I had one person in my life I wanted 
to be like. That was my mother. Everything she was, I 
wanted to be. Everything she did, I wanted to do. 
     The people around me let me know my behavior 
was not acceptable. Those closest to me didn’t vocal-
ize everything they thought. Their messages came in 
scowls, sideway glances, hand-covered smiles, smirks 
and snickers, and half-audible words. The kids I grew 
up with were more straightforward. They used ugly 
and hate-filled words. Faggot. Queer. Fairy. 
     Here was too much pain. 
     My entire family—from parents to grandparents, 
from aunts and uncles to cousins—belonged to the 
same faith. Most of my neighbors were steadfast 
members. These people taught me my true nature 
was a sin. Not only that, it was repulsive and detest-
able. Men who were attracted to men and women 
who were attracted to women were sick. They were 
perverts. They were molesters. The high and mighty 
of my church said people who acted on these types of 
desires committed offenses that were equivalent to 
murder and forcible rape. 
     I loved these people. I respected these people. The 
two things I wanted from them the most were their 
continued love and respect for me. 
     To get rid of the pain, to keep my family’s love, to 
be on the right side of God, I put the “real” me away. 
To do this I put him in a compartment. The floor was 
solid rock, the walls were slabs of thick concrete, the 
rafters were heavy hardwood timbers, and the roof 
was impregnable tiles. This one-room cell had no win-
dows, and the door was made of high-strength steel 
and held shut with bars, chains, and burglarproof 
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locks. I took that compartment and buried it deep 
inside my mind. 
     After many years, when I thought the compartment 
was lost forever, I made the greatest mistake of my 
life. I asked my best friend, my dearest pal, my buddy 
of all buddies to marry me. I did this even though I 
had a peculiar habit, one I refused to acknowledge. 
When I looked for beauty, I looked at men. 
     After I got married, I quickly discovered all was 
wrong. The form was wrong. The sensation was 
wrong. The idea was wrong. My wife desired me, but, 
on my side of our bed, she was a chore. As with most 
chores, here was one I wanted finished as quickly as 
possible. 
     About ten years later, I found the compartment I 
buried in my mind. I didn’t open it. Some time passed, 
and, because I kept thinking about it, the door cracked 
open. I looked inside, but there wasn’t enough light to 
see what was there. More time passed and, as if the 
sun was rising and just a sliver of it showed above 
the horizon, muted light entered the cell through the 
partially opened door. Inside was my true self. I could 
describe him with one word, but I couldn’t make 
myself say it. More time passed. The door of my com-
partment swung wide open, and, as if the sun stood 
at its apex in the sky, the room was flooded with light. 
Because my life was in flux, probably more than it had 
ever been before, I finally said the word. Then I put it 
in a sentence. Before I could accept the truth, I had to 
say the sentence out loud, “I am gay.” 
     This explained it all. Here was the source of my 
mistake. From the time I sealed my “real” self in a 
compartment and buried him deep inside my mind 
until I thought the word and then said it in a sentence, 
I was married and had three children. These are the 
relationships—the people—that are hurt when some-
one like me denies his or her true self. One person is 
always hurt more than the others. That is the wife or 
the husband. My wife will always believe I knew, I 
always knew, and I lied to her. 
     My generation should be the last to make this 
type of mistake. To make this happen, we need new 
Freedom Riders. Instead of riding buses, they need to 
be open about their love. LGBT young adults need to 
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see examples of what they can have. What is that? The 
same type of relationship their hetero friends have. 
That is to say love that completes them. 
     For many, including me, showing our love in public 
might be difficult. Making it known in all aspects 
of our social and professional lives might be more 
difficult. Yet, could it possibly be worse than what the 
Freedom Riders of 1961 and later faced? In Anniston, 
Alabama, a group of residents still dressed in their 
Sunday best crippled a Greyhound bus and then 
firebombed it. They stopped the Trailway bus that 
arrived shortly afterward, pushed the Riders to the 
back, and beat them up. In Montgomery, Alabama, a 
mob surrounded the bus terminal and beat the Riders 
with baseball bats, iron pipes, and bicycle chains. In 
Mississippi the Riders were arrested, tried, sentenced, 
and put in Parchment Farms, the worst prison in the 
state. 
     Today African-Americans enjoy more freedom than 
any of their ancestors who were brought to or who 
were born in the United States. The same is true for 
all People of Color. LGBT youth need to have a similar 
promise. When they are given their freedom to love 
and be loved, others will be given their freedom. Het-
ero women need to know they are married to hetero 
men, and hetero men need to know they are married 
to hetero women. The wrong match is bondage. The 
right match is freedom. 
     So all may be freer, we need new Freedom Riders 
who are on the side of love. 
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Silver Screen
Karma Wayman

     I was thinking about how film has impacted my 
life and it occurred to me that cinema was a driving 
influence in my mom’s life, so it has affected me by 
proxy through her.
     About nine years ago, my mom took me for a walk 
to see where she was born. It was a pile of red sand-
stone boulders, which from a distance, resembled a 
big dog paw. It’s in the desert, on the Navajo reserva-
tion, in Toadlena, New Mexico. 
     I was a bit dumbfounded that that was the start 
to my mother’s life in 1938. It doesn’t seem like her 
origins at all. It seems like the start to someone’s life 
—for someone—like Gandhi or Jesus.
    My mom has been obsessed about film stars for as 
long as I remember. She knows their astrology signs. 
She seems to know details about them as if they went 
to school together and grew up in the same neigh-
borhood. Not her neighborhood, of course, some All 
American neighborhood out of Ozzie and Harriet 
where Troy Donahue and Natalie Wood live around 
the block.
      I recently asked my mom what was the first mo-
tion picture she ever saw. She looked up into the right 
hemisphere of her brain, blinking rapidly. 
     “Hmm? Maybe it was ‘From Here to Eternity’ with 
Montgomery Cliff or “Roman Holiday” with Gregory 
Peck?”  She said. “I stayed with my Aunt Daisy after 
school was let out and she lived by the old theater in 
Gallup. I also saw ‘Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’ with 
Marilyn Monroe, but that wasn’t the first.”
     The following school year of 1954, she ran away 
from her Indian boarding school and caught a train 
to Colorado Springs where she got a job working in a 
resort. She kept her eye out for famous people, and 
when she saw one, she pretended to be a journalist for 
Sunset Magazine and she would introduce herself to 
them. She once interviewed Robert Redford. She was 
certainly star struck and it changed her life forever.
She wanted fancier clothes so she saved up her money 
and bought a sewing machine. Along with the movie 
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tabloids she became interested in hanging out at J.C. 
Penny—browsing through McCall Catalogs for sewing 
patterns. She eventually became a tailor for a nice 
department store.
     She met my dad in 1959 in Salt Lake City. He initial-
ly asked her to go to Woolworth’s for a soda and they 
eventually got married. My sister came along in 1960 
and then me in 1965. 
    Mom took us to tap dancing classes and ballet. I 
took piano lessons for years. My sister had singing les-
sons. We always had nice dance costumes and school 
clothes. Even though she made them herself, they re-
ally didn’t look like it. By this time, she had purchased 
her own lock-stitching machine. 
     Unfortunately, these talent pursuits didn’t instill 
within me any long term talent for performing. 
However, I do believe I am a lot more outgoing that 
my mom’s sister’s kids who stayed in Toadlena, NM. 
I have had an entirely different childhood than my 
mom had. So, I guess you could say that my childhood 
was inspired by the glamour and adventure of the 
silver screen when my mom spent the summer of 53’ 
going to the movies.
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Should Be
Doug Woodall

LIST OF CHARACTERS
GRANDMA Cormack  She’s 72 years old, has a rough 
edge about her because she grew up in a coal mining 
town, and is recovering from a summertime case of 
pneumonia. 
JARRETT  Grandma Cormack’s 23-year-old, gay grand-
son. 
TWUNK  Male Ultimate Frisbee player who’s about 
22 years old and has a build between a twink and a 
hunk. 
SLEIGHT  Female Ultimate Frisbee player who’s 
20-something and looks like a perfect match (girl-
friend or partner) for Bear. 
BEAR  Male Ultimate Frisbee player who’s close to 
Twunk’s age and has the build of an athletic bear. 

FINAL SCENE

EXT. A WELL-KEPT MUNICIPAL PARK – PLEASANT 
SUNDAY MORNING. 
GRANDMA and JARRETT pick up their blanket and 
picnic and walk a short distance to a rise where they 
have a full view of the Ultimate Frisbee game. They 
lay down their blanket and set up their picnic. 

GRANDMA  Why do you want to be closer to the 
game? 
JARRETT  So we can do some man watching, together. 
GRANDMA  To do what? 
JARRETT  We’re going to watch some men shake their 
asses and dicks at us. 
GRANDMA  Well! . . . I’ve never! 
JARRETT  But you want to. 
GRANDMA  Absolutely. 

CUT TO: Field
SLEIGHT, who’s been separated from her teammates, 
stops to get a feel for the action of the game. TWUNK 
runs up to her, stops, and stands beside her. 
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SLEIGHT  Chuck’s going to turn it around for us. I 
know he is. 
TWUNK  You think? 
SLEIGHT  It’s a given. (Pauses.) There it is. We gotta go 
back. 

SLEIGHT and TWUNK run toward their team’s end 
zone. 

CUT TO: Picnic

GRANDMA  Tell me who you like the best. 
JARRETT  The one I’m attracted to the most? 
GRANDMA  Yes. 
JARRETT  Oh, man, this is going to be difficult. 
GRANDMA  Come on. You’re the one who said we’re 
going to watch the players shake their asses and dicks. 
JARRETT  But I’m with my grandma. 
GRANDMA  Come on. Maybe we have the same tastes. 
JARRETT  God! What would that mean? 
GRANDMA  Stop stalling. 
JARRETT  (Haltingly and with embarrassment.) I tend 
to like men who are at least 21, so we can go drinking, 
but not older than 28, . . . and they have to have a cute 
face, . . . and they have to be slender and also fit. I’m 
not saying they have to be all muscles—a nice natural 
look is OK, but I am saying— 
GRANDMA  Don’t tell me. Show me. Which dude 
playing Ultimate Frisbee down on that field is your 
favorite? 
JARRETT  Dude, huh? (GRANDMA gives him a look 
that says “stop stalling.”) Well . . . (GRANDMA shows 
she’s losing patience.) He’s the one who’s . . . (Becom-
ing embarrassed.) I can’t do this. 
GRANDMA  You started this. You will finish it. Now tell 
Grandma Cormack which dude you want to fuck the 
most. 
JARRETT  Whoa! Where’d that come from? 
GRANDMA  I’m the daughter of a coal miner, and my 
mother was four times tougher than my father. You’ve 
known me all your life, so don’t give me that faux-
shocked look of yours. Answer the question. 
JARRETT  OK! OK! I give up! (Points at the field.) He’s 
going to cross the 50-yard line . . . 
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CUT TO: Field
TWUNK crosses the 50-yard line. 

JARRETT (V.O.) . . . right now. 
GRANDMA (V.O.) (With disbelief in her voice.) That 
boy there? 
JARRETT  (V.O.) He’s not a boy. 
GRANDMA  (V.O.) What else am I supposed to call 
him? 

CUT TO: Picnic

JARRETT  I’ll bet you he’s at least twenty-two. Granted 
some people would say he’s a twink, but I think he’s 
more of a twunk. 
GRANDMA  Twink? Twunk? What kind of jackass 
words are those? 
JARRETT  Look, I didn’t come up with the names. 
GRANDMA  Doesn’t matter. You need to find someone 
with more meat on him than that. 
JARRETT  Wait a minute. You don’t know how much 
meat he’s got. Lots of thin guys— 
GRANDMA  Don’t you think for one minute I don’t 
know what you’re talking about.(JARRETT laughs.) 
You listen to me. Your granddad was as thin as that 
boy you say you like, but that’s way too skinny for my 
tastes. 
JARRETT  Grandma Cormack! 
GRANDMA  I loved your granddad, but . . . 

CUT TO: Field
BEAR runs into the end zone. SLEIGHT passes the 
Frisbee to him. 

GRANDMA  (V.O.) . . . the person I’d like to fuck just 
caught the Frisbee in the end zone. 
JARRETT  (V.O.) What! (Pauses.) Grandma he’s huge. 

SLEIGHT runs up to BEAR. They hug and cheer.

GRANDMA  (V.O.) You don’t know that. Lots of—I’m 
going to say solidly-built men—aren’t particularly well 
endowed. 
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CUT TO: Picnic 

JARRETT  Oh! My god! Grandma! 
GRANDMA  Keep your sacrilege and your skinny-as-
sed twinkie, twunkie to yourself. 
JARRETT  My what? 
GRANDMA  You heard me: Your twinkie, twunkie. 
Whatever your skinny-assed boy is. I love solid, strong 
men. I’m not saying grossly fat men, but some amount 
of fat’s just fine. There’s something comforting about 
it. 

CUT TO: FIELD
TWUNK runs up to BEAR and congratulates him. Most 
of BEAR’s teammates enter the end zone to pat him on 
the back and congratulate him. 

JARRETT  (V.O.) Well! 
GRANDMA  (V.O.) Well, indeed! And may I say, my 
man has a fantastic ass? 
JARRETT  (V.O.) You may say that, and yes he does. 

Players on both sides take their position at their re-
spective end zones to wait for the next initiate play. 

CUT TO: Picnic

GRANDMA  There. I think we understand each other a 
little bit better. 
JARRETT  Yes, we do. Now tell me, if you truly love 
solid, strong men—shall we say bears? 
GRANDMA  That suggests a good crop of body hair, 
right? 
JARRETT  Yes. 
GRANDMA  OK, I like that. 
JARRETT  If you like bears, why’d you marry skin-
ny-assed Grandpa? 
GRANDMA  When we got married, I didn’t fully know 
what type of man I liked. 
JARRETT  Then what happened? 
GRANDMA  Mr. and Mrs. Sterrenberg moved to our 
street. 
JARRETT  Mrs. Sterrenberg? Your best friend? 
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GRANDMA  Oh, hell no! You can’t be best friends with 
the wife of the man you want to steal. That’s insane. I 
always hated her. That way I could love him. 
JARRETT  Did you ever . . . ? 
GRANDMA  Did we ever have an affair? 
JARRETT  Well . . . ? 
GRANDMA  I think your question is highly inappropri-
ate. 
JARRETT  Sorry. 
GRANDMA  I did my best, but as it turned out, I wasn’t 
Mr. Sterrenberg’s type. 
GRANDMA and JARRETT laugh. 
JARRETT  I know that story well. 
GRANDMA  It’s a crazy world, isn’t it? I really don’t 
know how the best possible matches find each other. 
JARRETT  I have a friend who says if you want to 
find out if you’re compatible, you have to go to bed 
together and check each other out. Another thing he 
says is you gotta have a fuck buddy so you can exper-
iment and learn techniques. (GRANDMA’s expression 
shows JARRETT’s crossed a line with her.) What’d I say 
wrong? 
GRANDMA  Jarrett as you know, I can talk like a coal 
miner’s daughter and I can talk some of your talk. But 
I’m really not as modern as you are. 
JARRETT  I guess I knew that.
GRANDMA  Let’s just say, with me getting over a 
bad cold—(Raising one eyebrow at JARRETT.) pneu-
monia—and everything else we’ve been doing and 
talking about, I can only do so much in a day. Why 
don’t we pack up and start for home? 
JARRETT  Sure. 

JARRETT and GRANDMA start to pick up their belong-
ings. From the field we hear loud cheers from players 
and spectators. TWUNK, SLEIGHT, and BEAR’s team 
has won the game. 

CUT TO: FIELD. 
BEAR’s standing apart from the crowd of players and 
spectators. He’s looking for someone. SLEIGHT sneaks 
up behind BEAR and takes his hand. BEAR’s surprised, 
and SLEIGHT kisses him on the cheek. They talk inti-
mately. 
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CUT TO: PICNIC
GRANDMA stops to watch SLEIGHT and BEAR. 

GRANDMA  I think that’s the most beautiful sight in all 
the world. Even you have to say it is. 
JARRETT  Mmm . . . OK, I think it’s beautiful. Then I 
think all love is beautiful. And so it should be. 
GRANDMA  Yes. So it should be. 

CUT TO: Field. 
TWUNK approaches BEAR and SLEIGHT. They con-
gratulate each other and smile. SLEIGHT places 
BEAR’s hand in TWUNK’s hand and steps aside. The 
men embrace and kiss. 

CUT TO: Picnic
GRANDMA’s and JARRETT’s eyes widen. 

JARRETT  Now I think that’s outrageously beautiful. 
What do you think? 
GRANDMA  Mmm . . . I want to say it’s disappointing. 
(Pauses.) But it is kind of beautiful. (Pauses.) 
Shit! . . . All love is beautiful, isn’t it? 
JARRETT  So it should be. 
GRANDMA  So it should be. 

MONTAGUE
-Players and spectators exit the field. 

-GRANDMA and JARRETT have all their belongings 
and are walking toward the parking lot. 

-TWUNK and BEAR are walking away from the game 
holding hands. SLEIGHT is close by. 

-GRANDMA stops and has a coughing fit. 

-TWUNK and BEAR kiss. SLEIGHT moves closes and 
put her arm around BEAR’s shoulder. 

SNAP TO BLACK

ROLL MAIN TITLES
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